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 W. F. Moroney
 Naval Postgraduate School
 Monterey, CA
 THE NEED FOR energy maneuverability information
 in the cockpit, and for training on how to use
 it, has become more and more apparent in recent
 years.
 During the 1975 Advanced Aircrew Display
 Symposium RADM J. S. Christiansen USN (ret),
 then the Assistant Deputy Chief of Naval Opera-
 tions, Air Warfare, stated this need briefly
 and simply, "As a fighter pilot... I want to
 know how much (aircraft performance) I've got
 left and I need it (the information) where I
 can see it." The need for information on how
 well the aircraft maneuvering capability is
 utilized was also a topic of considerable dis-
 cussion at the Navy Fighter Weapons Symposium
 in 1977.
 FLIGHT SAFETY - A review of USAF and Navy
 accidents involving unrecoverable loss of con-
 trol revealed that between April 1972 and March
 1978 - 92 aircraft were lost due to stall/spin
 departures. Forty of the 92 aircraft lost were
 F-4s. These loses did not include any loss due
 to mechanical failure. Most recently, several
 F-14 aircraft have been lost due to pilot loss
 of control during air combat maneuvering (ACM)
 training. In the final report of a 1979 F-14
 loss, the aircraft mishap board recommended the
 incorporation of a system that provides cues to
 warn the pilot of his proximity to the boundary
 of the flight envelope.
 The quality fighter/attack pilot is an
 individual who is "one with his machine," i.e.,
 he integrates altitude, "g" load, airspeed, and
 angle of attack with the feel and sounds of the
 aircraft. He creates, in his head, the V-N dia-
 gram (a V-N diagram describes the performance
 capability of an aircraft in terms of load
 factor (g) and velocity).
 Efforts have been made previously to pre-
 sent a graphic display of V-N information to
 pilots, but in mose cases these did not pro-
 gress beyond the simulator stage. If they were
 flown, they were often presented on head-down
 cockpit displays or on the head-up display
 (HUD), neither of which commands prime pilot
 attention during a dogfight.
 Two types of energy maneuverability dis-
 plays have been developed for use in air combat
 maneuvering (ACM) training. One type of dis-
 play is uséd on the ground in connection with
 the U.S. Navy's Tactical Air Combat Training
 System (TACTS) facility and the other is a
 helmet-mounted display for use during inflight
 air combat training. Both displays employ
 energy maneuverability concepts which show the
 key maneuvering parameters of maximum sustained
 turn rate, minimum sustained turn radius,
 corner turn, and areas of energy gain and loss
 as functions of aircraft performance and struc-
 tural limits. Both have shown significant
 potential for enhancing ACM training effec-
 tiveness.
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 DIFFERENCES IN PRESENT AND NEW GENERATION
 FIGHTERS - Because of the high thrust to weight
 ratios and the low wing loadings of the new
 generation of fighters, in particular the F-15,
 F-16 and the F-18, today's fighter pilot can
 gain or lose energy at a much faster rate than
 before. Pilots need to learn that at high
 speeds, their specific excess power often does
 not produce an advantage over an adversary,
 since they must actually reduce power to
 achieve their tightest turn. The evolution of
 strak.es, slots and lifting body fuselages pro-
 vide much more aircraft performance. But
 because the cues they furnish are much more
 subtle, the pilot may under-use the capabili-
 ties of his aircraft during ACM. He needs a
 dynamic display which allows him to approach
 closer to the limits of his aircraft's perfor-
 mance without endangering his life or struc-
 turally damaging his aircraft.
 DIFFERENCES IN AIRCREWS - In ACM, the
 requirement is eyes-out-of-the-cockpit, with a
 rare glance inside until the target is off the
 nose. The F-4 or F-14 pilot has a Radar Inter-
 cept Officer (RIO) or Guy-in-Back (GIB) to pro-
 vide altitude/airspeed and weapon status infor-
 mation. However, pilots of future fighters
 will be flying alone. Thus, the need for per-
 formance information will increase, while the
 sources of such information are decreasing.
 TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES ARE LIMITED - Since
 fuel/maintenance costs have increased training
 costs, today's fighter/attack pilot can expect
 less experience in ACM and weapon delivery.
 This is another vital reason for, first, a
 reliable display to replace some of the "seat-
 of-the-pants" instinct which comes with prac-
 tice, and second, training in the effective use
 of ACM displays.
 ENERGY MANEUVERABILITY - The importance of
 energy maneuverability to the military services
 has led to studies (References 1 and 2)* in
 which the fundamental elements and applications
 have been identified through analysis, design
 and simulation. Energy maneuverability em-
 braces specific energy (potential plus kinetic
 energy per unit of mass), the trading of poten-
 tial energy (altitude) and kinetic energy
 (speed), the rate (specific excess power, Ps)
 at which energy may be gained or lost, and the
 relationship of specific excess power to turn-
 ing performance.
 The prime objective for the fighter pilot
 is to stay out of the adversary's cone of fire.
 In ACM with guns and limited aspect missiles,
 the pilot can accomplish this either by turning
 faster or by turning more sharply inside his
 opponent. This is where the pilot's knowledge
 of his energy maneuverability capability rela-
 ted to that of his adversary is required. If
 the defensive pilot has too much airspeed, his
 maneuvering capability is seriously hampered.
 On the other hand, if he remains at too slow an
 airspeed, his energy drops, and maneuvering
 performance is again hampered. An even more
 severe consequence is that he will probably not
 be given an opportunity to regain that lost
 energy.
 It is axiomatic that the defensive combat
 role is generally characterized by a series of
 energy loss maneuvers (loss of speed or alti-
 tude or both), because the maximum turning per-
 formance occurs at the 'corner turn,' the point
 of maximum energy loss rate.
 While gaining energy would be useful for
 increasing maneuvering potential, the adversary
 would most certainly welcome the defensive
 pilot's mistake of "unloading" (reducing 'g')
 just for the sake of energy gain. Thus, the
 defensive pilot must either increase the adver-
 sary's bearing angle to a point where an energy
 gain maneuver might be accomplished, or lose
 energy very quickly, at short range, forcing
 the adversary to overshoot.
 On the offensive, the chief objective is
 to maintain positional advantage. The pilot
 must therefore manage his energy rate and make
 proper use of energy trade maneuvers relative
 to the adversary. If the attacker is to remain
 the attacker, he must know how to use his
 aircraft maneuvering performance to maintain
 his positional advantage for tracking the
 adversary.
 During close-in combat the energy level of
 the defender sets the pace. If the attacker
 has too much energy or too high an energy rate,
 he will overshoot. If he does not possess
 enough energy, the defender will soon out-turn
 him.
 TACTICAL AIR COMBAT TRAINING SYSTEM TRAINING
 AID
 The Navy's Tactical Air Combat Training
 System (TACTS) (formerly the Air Combat Maneu-
 vering Range (ACMR)) , provides air combat train-
 ing and tactics development communities with a
 tool for objectively evaluating air combat man-
 euvering. On the TACTS, aircraft are flown in
 typical combat environments over an instrumen-
 ted range. The data obtained is used to pro-
 vide real-time three dimensional, interactive
 graphics for observation by an instructor on
 the ground, Figure 1.
 By using the taped replays and interactive
 displays, tactical maneuvers can be examined in
 detail by both the instructor and the flight
 crews, for maximum training benefits.
 Since April 1979, Navy pilots flying
 F-4, F-5, F-14, and A-4 aircraft on the TACTS
 range, Yuma, Arizona, have had an energy man-
 euverability display (EMD) for use during ACM
 mission debriefs.
 One of the selectable displays, Figure 2,
 consists of an analog representation of an
 * Numbers in parentheses designate references
 at end of paper.
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 Fig. 2 - EM display used on TACTS
 energy maneuverability display (EMD) for any
 two engaged aircraft.
 The basic EMD represents the turn rate-
 velocity profile for the aircraft at its pre-
 sent altitude. Alphanumeric data presented
 below the EMD show details of aircraft state
 variables .
 A typical turn rate-velocity profile is
 shown in Figure 3. The left side of the cone
 shaped figure represents maximum lift limit, or
 Cl • The right side represents the struc-
 turiï limit, or maximum load factor. For any
 velocity, these boundaries represent the maxi-
 mum turn rate available.
 The "corner turn" is the point where the
 maximum lift boundary and the maximum struc-
 tural limit intersect. It represents the high-
 Fig. 3 - Turn Rate-Velocity Profile
 est possible turn rate available at a given
 altitude .
 The Ps = 0 line across the middle of the
 figure represents the upper boundary for a sus-
 tained turn at maximum power. The area above
 this line represents an area of energy loss,
 where bleed rates (deceleration) build to a
 maximum as turn rate increases. The maximum
 energy loss rate occurs at the corner turn.
 This is why all turns above the sustained turn
 rate are called instantaneous, i.e., the air-
 craft must slow down or descend. The only way
 the aircraft can gain energy (accelerate with-
 out losing altitude, or climb without sacrific-
 ing speed) is to "unload" (reduce g) to below
 the Ps = 0 line.
 Details on the background and mechaniza-
 tion of the TACTS EMD are given in Reference
 (2).
 The display is designed to relate maxi-
 mum maneuvering performance, therefore, all
 points represent maximum power settings.
 Selected key maneuver points from the turn
 rate-velocity profile are used to generate the
 maneuver envelopes for EMD display. The points
 are defined in Figure 4.
 - Point T1 represents the quickest tight-
 est turn or corner turn.
 - Point T2 represents a steady state or
 sustained turn at the corner velocity.
 - Point T3 represents the maximum sus-
 tained turn rate achievable.
 - Point T4 represents the minimum sus-
 tained turn radius.
 These key maneuver points are defined as
 functions of altitude. The display presented
 on the TACTS display changes shape dynamically
 as the aircraft's altitude changes. Figure 5
 illustrates the shape of the EM display at
 10,000 ft intervals from sea level to 40,000
 ft.
 TACTS TRAINING - The Navy Fighter Weapons
 School is now using turn rate-velocity overlays
 in teaching air combat maneuvering and tactics.
 During ground instruction, pilots use a
 typical rate-velocity profile. Figure 6 is a
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 Fig. 4 - Key turning conditions on Turn
 Rate-Velocity Diagram
 rate-velocity profile for an F-4 weighing
 39,259 lb at 10,000 ft. Added to this diagram
 are Ps values for +400 ft /sec and +200 ft /sec.
 This type of data is used to teach the pilots
 how to use the maximum capability of their
 aircraft.
 To be useful in air combat maneuvering,
 however, comparisons must be made with the anti-
 cipated threat aircraft. This information is
 obtained by overlaying the rate-velocity pro-
 files for both aircraft. This technique is
 significantly simpler than the traditional
 method of using Ps contours on Mach-altitude
 diagrams.
 Figure 7 represents an overlay of an F-4
 with a threat aircraft at 10,000 ft. It shows
 that when both aircraft are slower than 450
 KCAS, the threat aircraft has a clear sustained
 turn advantage. The F-4, however, can out-
 accelerate the threat and has an acceleration
 advantage at speeds above about 200 KCAS (com-
 pare F-41 s +400 Ps vs threats +200 Ps lines).
 If the F-4 flies at a sustained turn rate
 above 500 KCAS and the threat tries to follow,
 he will be in an area of energy loss, i.e., he
 cannot turn with the F-4 without either slowing
 or descending. (The threat Ps = 0 line is
 below the F-4 Ps = 0 line.) Since the F-4 has
 a higher Ps at the lower turn rates, it has a
 superior climb rate advantage over the threat.
 (Ps is also a measure of steady state climb
 capability.) If the threat slows up, a useful
 tactic would be to climb. If at all possible,
 the F-4 should avoid a turning battle with this
 threat below 450 KCAS.
 This type of analysis provides the pilot
 with a valuable tool for developing air combat
 tactics against another type of aircraft and
 provides the basis for the TACTS display.
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 Fig. 5 - EM display at various altitudes
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 Fig. 6 - Turn Rate-Velocity Profile for an
 F-4 at 10,000 feet
 Several display formats were mechanized on
 the TACTS. The one most usable to the pilots
 flying on the Yuma range is shown in Figure 8.
 The information presented is a dynamic exten-
 sion of what was taught in the classroom.
 The primary user of the display currently
 is the Navy Fighter Weapons School. It is used
 in conjunction with the first two weeks of the
 Top Gun class where students are taught one-vs-
 one tactics using energy maneuverability. The
 students are given theory in the classroom,
 then use the TACTS to refine tactics in the
 air. At the return of each training mission,
 the crews and instructor use the EMD to debrief
 the mission, showing why specific maneuvers
 were successful or unsuccessful.
 The data on the display represents any two
 aircraft operating on TACTS. The dashed lines
 represent the EMD for Aircraft 4 (threat A).
 The current state is shown by the symbol "4"
 within the envelope. Aircraft 3 (an F-4) is
 shown by solid lines and its state by the sym-
 bol "3." The alphanumeric data below the EMD
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 Fig. 7 - Turn Rate-Velocity comparison
 Threat A vs F-4
 represents details on aircraft parameters use-
 ful to pilots in analyzing their maneuvering
 performance in ACM: g's, velocity, altitude,
 Ps, velocity rate and altitude rate.
 On the TACTS, aircrews can evaluate the en-
 gagement and see where mistakes were made. It
 was found that for the first time pilots can
 dynamically observe changes in energy level,
 and energy rate and the effects of loading or
 unloading the aircraft. They can also deter-
 mine the extent to which their airplane's maxi-
 mum capability is not being used. Many air-
 crews were observed to use this display to
 reformulate tactics. Subsequent engagements
 usually showed a significant improvement in the
 ability to achieve a positional advantage.
 The EMD is used daily at Yuma by the NFWS.
 As students graduate, the Navy has been seeing
 increasing usage of the display by the individ-
 ual squadrons and reserve units. Navy units on
 the East coast and USAF units at Nellis that
 have used the display have requested incorpora-
 tion of the EMD at their sites. A Navy program
 is presently under way to add the energy maneu-
 verability display to the baseline system used
 in the Navy TACTS and the Air Forces Air Combat
 Maneuvering Instrumentation (ACMI) ranges.
 HELMET MOUNTED ENERGY MANEUVERABILITY DISPLAY
 The second type of energy maneuverability
 display used in training uses the same princi-
 ple, but in a different format on a Helmet
 Mounted Display (HMD) System. Since most of
 the offensive pilot's time will not be spent
 looking through his HUD, and the defensive
 pilot will spend most of his time looking aft,
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 Fig. 8 - EM display used on TACTS
 this display was developed so that energy man-
 euverability data could be available wherever
 the pilot was looking.
 Reference (3) describes the Helmet Mounted
 Display System, manufactured by Marconi Avion-
 ics and outlines the human factors considera-
 tions. In brief, in the helmet mounted display
 (HMD), an array of red (560 nanometers) light
 emitting diodes (LED) provides an image which
 is transmitted through an optical prism and
 onto a coated visor-mounted combiner, which
 collimates and reflects the image to the
 pilot's eye (Figure 9). The array (Figure 10)
 comprises a 20 x 23 matrix of LEDs, a numeric
 readout (ALTITUDE), three addressable bars
 (weapon status) and a lock (LCK) symbol. Since
 the image is collimated it appears to be pro-
 jected in space in front of the pilot's eye.
 To evaluate this approach, an energy man-
 euverability display, derived from the basic
 V-N diagram (Figure 11, upper) was presented on
 the visor, using the format shown in Figure 11
 (lower). To this figure was added the air-
 craft's present state in terms of "g" and
 calibrated air speed (CAS). Thus, as in the
 TACTS display, the pilot can determine where
 his aircraft is within its flight envelope and
 can maximize the maneuvering capability of his
 aircraft.
 To test this concept a flight profile was
 devised to exercise the EM display. This pro-
 file included four basic maneuvers flown at
 five different altitudes. The maneuvers, which
 required the pilot to fly the aircraft to the
 "critical points" on the display, were maximum
 sustained turn rate, maximum instantaneous turn
 rate, and minimum sustained turn radius. Two
 other maneuvers were also performed: max
 energy climb to 30,000 ft and unloaded acceler-
 ation to 0.9 Mach.
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 Fig. 9 - Schematic of prototype Helmet
 Mounted Display
 For fuel conservation purposes, all
 flights were flown in military power, i.e.,
 without using afterburner. Figure 12 describes
 the aircraft maneuvers, the critera applied to
 evaluate performance, and the data examined in
 evaluating performance. A pictorial repre-
 sentation of the events is contained in Figure
 13.
 Events were sequenced such that after the
 completion of one event the pilot was in a good
 position to establish the aircraft in the
 appropriate set-up condition for the next
 event .
 Four pilots were selected with approxi-
 mately equal flight experience but with less
 than 100 hours in the test aircraft, a T-38.
 Four other experienced pilots also flew in the
 program but were not involved in this portion
 of the test.
 Early in the program, it was noted that a
 prime factor affecting the maximum energy climb
 (Event 1) was the temperature of the ambient
 air. Since there was no onboard sensor to
 record the free air temperature, Event 1 was
 deleted from the evaluation. Each pilot ini-
 tially flew the specified maneuvers without the
 Helmet Mounted Display. This was called the
 baseline test. From this series of tests two
 pilots were selected on the basis of their fast-
 est and slowest maneuver performance. Pilot 3
 was the fastest and Pilot 5 the slowest (Figure
 14).
 Pilot 3 was then given three training
 flights without the helmet display to optimize
 the profile. Pilot 5 also flew three training
 flights. However, he wore the Helmet Mounted
 Display.
 Then to determine the degree of learning
 the Helmet Mounted Display provided, each pilot
 flew the standard profile again without the
 helmet.
 Remember that Pilot 3 had been faster than
 Pilot 5 on six of the first twelve maneuvers.
 During this test, however, their positions re-
 Fig. 10 - Basic HMD Light Emitting Diode array
 Fig. 11 - Key maneuver conditions and HMD
 format
 versed. Pilot 5 (who used the helmet display
 in training) now performed six of the twelve
 maneuvers faster (Figure 15). (A tie occurred
 when the maneuvers were within 0.4 seconds.)
 The results of this test implied that Pilot 5
 had learned more about his maneuver potential
 than Pilot 3.
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 NUMBER DESCRIPTION SET UP CONDITIONS TERMINATE CONDITIONS CRITERIA DATA
 1 MAX ENER6Y CLIMB Ml KAT UJM FT FL M.I J IMN TIME.SJIMN CAS. ALT, TIME
 2 MAX SUST TURN RATE IJ IMN. IS* BANK. FL M AFTER Ht* ON IMN AT ALT TIME. |, CAS ALT, |. HEADIN6,
 SANK. CAS. TIME
 3 MAX INST TURN RATE I J WIN. M* BANK. FL M AFTER IIS* AT ALT TIME ALT, |, HEADING,
 SANK. CAS. TIME
 4 MAX BUST TURN RATE IJ WIN. II* SANK. FL 2S AFTER III* ON WIN AT ALT TIME.«. CAS ALT, |. HEAOING.
 BANK, CAS. TIME
 I MIN SUST TURN RAD 223 KCAS. M* BANK, FL 21 AFTER MB* ON KCAS AT ALT TIME, CAS ALT. ». HEADING.
 TIME. CAS
 I LEVEL SUST 4M KC AS. M* BANK. 1 (SSI FT AFTER IM* ON KCAS AT ALT TIME, |. CAS ALT. », HEAOING.
 ENERGY TURN
 7 LEVEL SUST IM KCAS. M* BANK. 1S.BM FT AFTER MB* ON KCAS AT ALT TIME. % CAS ALT, |. HEADING.
 ENERGY TURN TI E
 I UNLOAOEO FLIGHT 2M KCAS. WINGS LEVEL. FL 22 I J IMN TIME ALT. |. CAS. TIME
 I MAX INST TURN RATE I J WIN. IB* BANK. FL 21 AFTER IBI* AT ALT TWIE ALT. |. HEADING,
 BANK. CAS. TIME
 II LEVEL SUST 2M KCAS. M* BANK. ».IM FT AFTER Ml* ON KCAS AT ALT TWIE, |. CAS ALT. |. HEAOING.
 ENERGY TURN TIME
 II MAX sun TURN RATE IJ WIN, M* BANK. IB.BM FT AFTER IM* ON WIN AT ALT TIME, |, CAS ALT. |. HEAOING.
 BANK, CAS. TIME
 II MAX INST TURN RATE 4M KCAS. M* BANK. 1B.NB FT AFTER IM* AT ALT TIME ALT. |. HEADING.
 BANK. CAS. TIME
 II MIN SUn TURN RAD 211 KCAS. M* BANK. 1I.BM FT AFTER MB* ON KCAS AT ALT TIME.i, CAS ALT. |. HEAOING.
 TIME, CAS
 Fig. 12 - Aircraft maneuver events
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 Fig. 13 - Standard flight profile
 FASTER TIE
 PILOT 3 6
 3
 PILOT 5 3
 Fig. 14 - Baseline test - results of twelve
 maneuvers for Pilots 3 and 5
 To evaluate retention over time, both
 pilots flew a "unique" test one week later.
 This "unique" test was flown without the helmet
 display and with the sequences and altitudes of
 the standard flight profile changed. Figure 16
 shows that Pilot 5 again performed well, nearly
 the same as the previous week.
 A more detailed experimental design was to
 have been developed later; however, because of
 the unexpected closing of the testing facility,
 the remainder of the program was flown using
 one of the experienced pilots. Pilot 8, an
 instructor pilot in the T-38 with more than
 1000 hours in type, was selected. Pilot 8' s
 performance was compared with that of Pilot 2
 FASTER TIE
 PILOT 3 4
 2
 PILOT 5 6
 Fig. 15 - First test - results of twelve
 maneuvers for Pilots 3 and 5
 and Pilot 5 on their second flight with the
 Helmet Mounted Display.
 Figure 17 shows the results of each pilot
 flying the twelve maneuvers on the second test
 flight. It was expected that Pilot 8 would
 always perform better because of his experience
 level. But Pilot 2 won twice and tied three
 times, and Pilot 5 was faster on four maneuvers
 and tied on four.
 Pilots 2 and 5, with the help of the Hel-
 met Mounted Display, compared favorably with
 Pilot 8, in spite of a 10-fold difference in
 T-38 flight hours.
 On the basis of these very encouraging
 findings, it was concluded that the display
 could be used to present EM information to
 pilots in a usable fashion. More evaluation is
 needed with a larger sample size in order to
 obtain conclusive results.
 A subsequent evaluation at NATC (Reference
 (4)), using more experienced pilots, revealed
 that the display appeared to be of little use
 to highly experienced pilots, but would be very
 useful to pilots transitioning from one air-
 craft type to another. With further refine-
 ment, it offers the potential to reduce pilot-
 induced departures, improve the effectiveness
 of tactical maneuvering training, and enhance
 pilot capability to optimize aircraft tactical
 weapons employment. Further development and
 testing of this system is warranted.
 CONCLUSIONS
 1. Based upon preliminary results the use of
 energy maneuverability displays by pilots
 in the training environment can enhance
 learning and effectiveness.
 2. The display format used on the TACTS at
 Yuma is acceptable to both operational
 flight crews and the pilots of the Navy
 Fighter Weapons School.
 3. The helmet display appears to increase the
 potential for the pilots to understand and
 utilize the aircraft's maximum maneuver
 potential.
 4. With further refinement the helmet mounted
 display system offers the potential to
 reduce pilot-induced departures, improve
 the effectiveness of tactical maneuvering
 training, and enhance pilot capability to
 optimize tactical weapons employment.
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 FASTER TIE
 PILOT 3 4
 0
 PILOT 5 6
 (2 maneuvers resulted in no data)
 Fig. 16 - Unique test - results of twelve
 maneuvers for Pilots 3 and 5
 FASTER TIE NO DATA
 PILOT 2 2
 vs 3 2
 PILOT 8 5
 PILOTS 4
 vs 4 1
 PILOT 8 3
 Fig. 17 - Twelve maneuver outcomes - Pilots
 2 and 5 with HMD, Pilot 8 without HMD
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